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GET OUTSIDE - It’s simple. at Spika we are here to
craft quality products to help you Get Outside.
Whatever your adventure out in this epic landscape,
we’ll have you sorted.
Life is short so grab your gear and get out there.
That unknown adventure that awaits is living.
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Information contained throughout this publication is believed to be accurate and reliable at the time of
publishing. From time to time there may be information on our website or in our catalogue that contains
typographical errors, inaccuracies, misprints, human errors, and omissions that may relate to product
descriptions. Spika Pty Ltd reserves the right to make changes and corrections in prices, products, and
specification/s without notice and to change or update information at any time without prior notice.

LIMESTONE COAST SA

10 YEARS AUSTRALIAN OWNED & OPERATED
10 years of Spika is a huge milestone and proud achievement for

Spika employs specialist staff with backgrounds in hunting,

my team and family, we have grown so much and are excited to

shooting, farming, sports, manufacturing and design to help take

say we have so much more to accomplish with what lies ahead.

the difficulty and guesswork out of choosing a reliable product
for those of you buying gear. Our team is extremely diverse in

I grew up in a small country town (Kerang) hunting, fishing,

skills, background, gender and age. Our team works tirelessly in

farming and just being outside. Later becoming a fitter and

field in Australia and New Zealand as well as travels worldwide,

turner by trade, I had a start working for a mate making gun

when we can, to ensure whatever product we are designing and

safes - this was just the start of sparking my passion for the

manufacturing is of the best design quality and price we can

industry. Despite being an every day country bloke, I always had

offer.

an entrepreneurial streak with big ambitions. After
working for years with both Australian and international

A lot of our shops we wholesale to are family run operations that

companies in the hunting and firearms industry I could see a

are at the heart and soul of the industry and we work really hard

real gap in the market for Aussies, particularly at the time, the

to support these businesses, there is nothing like visiting your

younger demographic wanting a fresh feel in their gear with

local gun shop to compare all the awesome products on offer

good quality and a good price point.

and talk to the experts about what works for you. Being a part
of this Industry is so fulfilling as the end game is about people

There were a few options in the market with international

getting outside in the fresh air which is so good for the fitness

brands, cheap brands as well as elite products but with a price

and mind. Taking the time to get down to the local club, or back

tag that was not always suited to your every day Aussie. There

to nature, even if it’s just for a hike and some fresh air, a camp

appeared no Australian companies providing the one stop brand

with mates or the family, or a hunt for a freezer full of free range

for quality hunting gear that people could have confidence in

meat is all so gratifying.

and with back up service in Australia. There was room in the
market for Spika to sit alongside and compliment the options

A huge thanks to the Spika staff past and present that have

for consumers and from there Spika was born. We have since

helped craft Spika into what it is today and also to the shops and

extended our brand and set up with our neighbour New Zealand,

public for backing us all of these years and continuing to support

offering the same great back up service and products as in

us on this mad ride.

Australia. Spika has also grown to supply many partners across
the world.
I am now a family man with a beautiful wife and 3 young kids and
alongside trying to do our best to run a busy Aussie company;
getting outside playing sports, hunting, camping and being in
nature is still at the top of our list in life.
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Dean Anderson - Owner & Director
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BIARRI CAMOUFLAGE
“TO SEEK OR HUNT”
Our select team of hunters and designers joined
forces and embodied the mindset of Biarri ‘to seek or
hunt’ embarking on a two year journey through the
vast landscapes of Australia and New Zealand with
the ultimate goal of creating a native concealment

“

camouflage pattern, one we now know as Biarri.

by

Biarri to Spika is the culmination
of years of experience and passion

towards hunting and the outdoors.

Biarri has been formed to take advantage of the
space between by manipulating elements from our
native surroundings into a micro and macro layered
pattern. Doing so produces a mix of texture, depth,
natural lighting, colour and shadow.
Biarri by Spika is a unique camouflage pattern
that not only imitates the colours and textures
experienced in the environments we hunt but also
breaks down your outline.
Biarri camouflage, designed by Spika, made to
GET OUTSIDE.
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HUNTER garment tech

GARMENT
TECH
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PUFFER // DOWN

SOFTSHELL FLEECE

AIRFLUX 2

PUFFER // DOWN is a top insulation layer, and has been
specifically engineered to conquer the cold. Premium
750+ DWR treated RDS duck down blend housed in
stitched baffles insulates heat, while helping maintain and
regulate your core temperature. Packed in a windproof
membrane and nylon lined outer, PUFFER // DOWN
garments are lightweight yet durable while also able to
compress down.

SOFTSHELL FLEECE provides a warm and protective shell
face fabric with a fleece lined inner. This creates a very
comfortable low profile outer layer. With a lightweight
and durable construct, SOFTSHELL FLEECE insulates heat
while remaining breathable. These garments are also
weatherproof protecting you from high winds and low
temperatures.

AIRFLUX is a lightweight and breathable fabric. It is
engineered to allow maximum breathability through
its poly fibres while still remaining extremely strong
and highly durable. Our AIRFLUX fabric doesn’t harvest
moisture but by contrast allows it to evaporate through
the material keeping you dry. This system will keep you
cool in the summer heat.

PUFFER // SYNTHETIC

GRIDFLEECE

GUIDE-LITE

PUFFER // SYNTHETIC is a top insulation layer, and is
packable yet extremely warm. Incorporating synthetic 3M
fill this material will keep you warm while by trapping heat
generated by your body between the evenly dispersed
baffles. PUFFER // SYNTHETIC garments are designed for
technical expedition, however are equally at their best on
the farm, the city or suburbs.

GRIDFLEECE is a two layer polyester fleece fabric that
regulates temperature while remaining extremely
breathable. Constructed by a grid of inner insulating
panels, body temperature is dispersed evenly while
maintaining warmth. GRIDFLEECE garments are perfect as
a mid-layer for cold climate hunts, while also performing
as a great top layer in the heat.

GUIDE-LITE is designed to provide ultimate breathability
in hot or arid environments, while battling the elements
and remaining comfortable. Remaining lightweight,
GUIDE-LITE garments keep you cool while also rejecting
liquids. All GUIDE-LITE garments have moisture wicking
properties keeping rain out and fighting humidity. In
moments when the elements take over, the material is
also quick drying getting you back in the field fast.

HYDROSHIELD

XONE ONE

BASEFLEECE

HYDROSHIELD is a completely weather resistant
membrane that provides extremely reliable protection
against rain, snow and wind while still remaining
breathable. It is waterproof so that no moisture is able
to penetrate the garment in harsh winter elements.It
is 100% windproof to protect the body against chilling.
Uniquely, HYDROSHIELD remains breathable by
channelling perspiration out as water vapour through its
microscopic fibres, which allows the skin to breathe.

XONE is technically designed and rigorously tested for
practicality, movement and durability. Perfect for any
hunt, XONE garments are weather resistant rejecting fast
winds and cold temperatures keeping you in the field for
longer. It is also highly breathable keeping you cool in
hotter climate hunts. XONE multi directional stretch fabric
allows a wide range of mobility and flexibility that can be
utilised across all four seasons of the year.

BASEFLEECE is a two layer polyester fleece fabric that
is known for its wind resistancy and heat insulation.
BASEFLEECE not only holds warmth but does not harvest
moisture making it ideal for use in our outerwear clothing.
Polyester microfibres are woven together to form a
warm, soft and durable textile. We use BASEFLEECE as
it insulates body heat while still remaining breathable. It
allows your body to regulate its body temperature during
the colder months.

HEATFLEECE

MICROFUSE

TRIPTEC

HEATFLEECE is a polyester fleece fabric that is very soft
while still being extremely durable. HEATFLEECE not only
holds warmth but dries quickly making it ideal for use in
our outerwear clothing. Polyester microfibres are woven
together to form a warm, soft and durable textile. We use
HEATFLEECE as it insulates body heat while still remaining
breathable. It allows your body to regulate its body
temperature during the colder months.

MICROFUSE polyester fabrics and fibres are extremely
strong and highly durable. Our garments withstand
harsh climates, resist abrasions and retain shape. These
unique features make our MICROFUSE polyester fabric
the supreme choice for high stress outdoor use. Its strong
hydrophobic (water resistant) nature means it is ideal in
wet and damp environments. We coat our MICROFUSE
fabric with a DU PONT® Teflon treatment which further
intensifies its water resistant tendencies.

TRIP-TEC fabric is engineered with three key features
designed to provide the ultimate protection in the
summer sun. UV 50+ sun protection blocks up to 97.5%
of the suns harmful UV rays. A durable rip-stop stitching
method resists tearing upon abrasion. Its 100% polyester
fabric gives an effective quick-drying quality. This fabric
is also designed to wick moisture away from the surface
of the skin, bringing water vapour to the surface to be
quickly evaporated.
2021 // 2022
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gunn ridge NZ

SPIKA GARMENT LAYERING
OUTER // INSULATION
Maximising comfort and insulation from extreme weather. Armed for performance in the field
with baffled wind-proofing and water resistance, an insulating layer is perfect when glassing a cold
valley or tackling the snow line. Options include responsibly sourced duck down or synthetic fill.
Both options can be packed down and compressed conserving vital pack space.
×

CHASE SYNTHETIC PUFFER
PG 14

×

TERRA DOWN PUFFER
PG 14

OUTER // SHELL
Waterproof hard shells are the extreme weather outer layer, providing maximum protection from
heavy rain and strong wind. While remaining lightweight, shell layers also help retain body heat
as well as heat dumping features once a down pour ceases. For adverse weather conditions and
tropical wet season hunts, an outer shell layer is a must have top layer.
×

BUCKLAND

×

PG 15

STALKER
PG 14

×

FRONTIER
PG 16

OUTER // PERFORMANCE
Performance outer layers are the perfect all-season versatile hunting outer layer. Breathable,
windproof and water resistant protection complete a comfortable all-season garment worn over
the base layer in warmer weather conditions or over the mid layer as an outer soft shell when the
mercury drops.
×

VALLEY

PG 16

HIGHPOINT ANORAK

×

PG 15

×

HIGHPOINT SOFTSHELL
PG 15

MID LAYER
The second level of defense is a mid layer, worn on top of your base layer to improve insulation
and dramatically increase comfort in cold conditions. Fleece backed garment options include low
profile BASEFLEECE for maximum comfort and heavier HEATFLEECE weather resistant all-season
protection.
×

BASECAMP

×

PG 19

HIGHPOINT HEATFLEECE
PG 18

CREATING A LAYERING SYSTEM
When you GET OUTSIDE, protect yourself from the elements by building an effective layering
system. Generally, a three-layer system is preferred to manage perspiration, insulation and
protection from rain // wind // snow with the ability to add and remove layers as needed.
BASE LAYER

|

MID LAYER

|

OUTER LAYER - PERFORMANCE // SHELL // INSULATION

BASE LAYER
The base layer is your foundation in layering and is worn next to the skin. With two core
performance functions, an effective base will regulate your body temperature while managing
perspiration by wicking moisture away from the skin. For cold environments, thermals can be
worn under your base layer for next to skin insulation.
×
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GUIDE
PG 18

×

TRACKER
PG 18

×

GRIDFLEECE
PG 16

THERMAFLOW THERMALS

- WORN UNDER BASE LAYER
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HUNTER clothing range
Hunter by Spika offers technical outdoor gear for men,
women and kids. Each garment has its own unique
qualities and purpose. Designed by Spika, tried and tested
across Australia & New Zealand. Hunter by Spika made to
GET OUTSIDE

“To SEEK OR HUNT”
12
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HUNTER MENS RANGE
Buckland Jacket

Weatherproof lightweight shell
×
×
×
×
×

10k waterproof
Packable
Oversize fit
Protective shell
YKK zip

100%
WATERPROOF

HCJ-BLC-1A
HCJ-BLO-1A

Terra Puffer Jacket

HCJ-FRC-1A

HCJ-FRO-1A

×
×
×
×
×

Responsible duck down
750 fill - 90/10
Packable
Windproof
Water resistant

Chase Puffer Jacket

HCJ-CEC-1A

HCJ-CEO-1A

Packable yet extremely warm synthetic insulation

Pinnacle insulation engineered to conquer the cold
100%
WINDPROOF

×
×
×
×
×

Synthetic 3M Fill
Rip-stop fabric
Zipped pockets
Weather resistant
Packable with stuff bag

Stalker Jacket

HCJ-STC-1A

HCJ-STO-1A

All-round weatherproof layer for versatile outdoors people
×
×
×
×
×

15k waterproof
Shoulder grip
Hand warmer pockets
Waterproof pit zips
Anti-slip shoulders

100%
WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

Highpoint Anorak

Versatile outdoors insulated pullover anorak
×
×
×
×
×

Windproof
YKK zip
Silent fabric
Long drop tail
Bino chest pocket

100%
WATERPROOF

100%
WINDPROOF

HCJ-HPO-1A

Highpoint SOFTShell Jacket

Comfort focussed weather resistance

14
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TAKE AIM AND
EXHALE

×
×
×
×
×

Water resistant
Fleece lining
Softshell outer
Dual chest pockets
Pit zips

100%
WINDPROOF

HCJ-HPC-1A
HCJ-HPH-1A

2021 // 2022
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Frontier Jacket

HCJ-FOC-1A

CENTRAL OTAGO NZ

HUNTER MENS RANGE

HCJ-FOO-1A

Pinnacle weatherproof outer layer to dominate the wet

×
×
×
×
×

14k+ waterproof
Packable
Anti-slip shoulders
Pit zips
Tape sealed seams

Frontier Pants

100%
WATERPROOF

100%
WINDPROOF

HCP-FOC-1A

HCP-FOO-1A

Pinnacle weatherproof shell creating a water tight unit
×
×
×
×
×
16

14k+ waterproof
Packable
Zipped sides
Built in belt
Suspenders
SPIKA

100%
WATERPROOF

100%
WINDPROOF

Valley Jacket

HCJ-VLC-1A

HCJ-VLO-1A

All-purpose weather resistant silent outer layer
×
×
×
×
×

10k waterproof
Wind resistant
MICROFUSE outer
Silent fabric
Tape sealed seams

Valley Pants

HCP-VLC-1A

10k waterproof
Wind resistant
MICROFUSE outer
Silent fabric
Tape sealed seams

HCP-VLO-1A

HCO-GFC-1A

HCO-GFO-1A

Temperature control through distribution of body heat
×
×
×
×
×

Silent weather resistant mid weight outer layer

×
×
×
×
×

Gridfleece Top
GRIDFLEECE fabric
Zip chest pocket
Long neck zipper
Comfortable fit
Thumb holes

Xone Pants

BREATHABLE

HCP-XOC-1A

HCP-XON-1A

All season mid-weight layer for modern outdoors people
×
×
×
×
×

Zipped heat vents
Articulated knees
Multi pockets
Built in belt
Shoelace clip

BREATHABLE

2021 // 2022
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HUNTER MENS RANGE
Tracker Long Sleeve Shirt
The ultimate year round mid-layer

×
×
×
×
×

Mid-layer
Soft & durable
DWR treatment
YKK zip
MICROFUSE Fabric

BREATHABLE

Motu Bush Shirt
×
×
×
×
×

Weather resistant
Removable GPS holster
Zipped chest pocket
Generous fit
Long drop tail

HCL-TKC-1A
HCR-MTB-1A

HCL-TKO-1A

SHOOTING VEST
Guide Lightweight Top

Fit to beat the top end or the scrub
×
×
×
×
×

Chest pocket
Breathable
Antimicrobial coat
Moisture wicking
Deep centre zip

BREATHABLE

×
×
×
×
×

4 way stretch fabric
Flexible active fit
Built in belt
Side pockets
Breathable

HCO-GUO-1A

HCP-GUN-1A

100%
WINDPROOF

×
×
×

18
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×
×
×
×
×

HCU-BCO-1A

Guide FlyLite Shirt

HCR-GUH-1A

HCR-GUC-1A

Perfect top layer on land or water in the blazing heat

Warm 280gsm polyester
High collar
Chest pocket
YKK zip
Elastic cuffs

×
×
×
×
×

Lightweight fabric
UV protection: 50+
TRIP-TEC quick-dry
Rip-stop material
Tri-flip collar

UV RATED
PROTECTION

BREATHABLE

Xone Shorts
×
×
×
×
×

HCS-XOC-1A

HCS-XON-1A

YKK zip
Flexible active fit
Multi zip pockets
Built in belt
DWR treatment

Basecamp Reversible Jumper
×
×
×
×
×

Reversible
Large chest pocket
Warm
Multifunctional
YKK zip

ThermaFlow thERMALS
×
×

HCU-HPO-1A

Perfect for target shooters
Breathable
SHV-SPH-3A
Ample pockets

HCU-BCC-1A

BREATHABLE

HCP-GUC-1A

Combat the cold in the field or farm
Side seam pockets
Zip chest pocket
Adjustable waist
Windproof
Water resistant

Peak performance in the heat

HCO-GUC-1A

Highpoint Heatfleece Jumper
×
×
×
×
×

Guide Pants

Basecamp Jumper

HCU-BCA-1A

TOP

BOTTOM

HCO-TFB-1A

HCP-TFB-1A

Moisture wicking
Antimicrobial agent

Guide Quick-Dry SHORTS
×
×
×
×
×

Quick dry system
Durable nylon fabric
Side and back pockets
Highly breathable
Extremely durable

HCS-GUC-1A

HCS-GUO-1A

Trail T-Shirt
×
×
×

180gsm 100% polyester
Breathable
HCT-TRC-1A
Crew neck

Trail LONG SLEEVE TOP
×
×
×

180gsm 100% polyester
Breathable
HCL-TRC-1A
Crew neck

Alpine Fleece Tracksuit
×
×

top

BOTTOM

HCT-APB-1A

GOP-CLB-1A

MICROFLEECE insulation
Relaxed fit

2021 // 2022
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HUNTER WOMENS RANGE
VALLEY JACKET
×
×
×
×
×

10k waterproof
Wind resistant
MICROFUSE outer
Silent fabric
Tape sealed seams

HCJ-VLC-2A
HCJ-VLO-2A
HCP-ECC-2A

Trail LONG SLEEVE

Trail T-Shirt
Gridfleece Top
×
×
×
×
×

GRIDFLEECE fabric
Zip chest pocket
Long neck zipper
Comfortable fit
Thumb holes

×
×

Breathable
Relaxed V neck

HCT-TRC-2A

×
×

Breathable
Crew neck

HCL-TRC-2A

HCP-ECB-2A

Echo Activewear Pants
×
×

Antimicrobial agent
Hidden pocket

TOP

BOTTOM

HCO-TFB-2A

HCP-TFB-2A

ThermaFlow thERMALS
×
×

Moisture wicking
Antimicrobial agent

BREATHABLE

HCO-GFC-1A
HCO-GFO-1A

Xone Pants
×
×
×
×
×

20
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HUNTER WOMENS

Zipped heat vents
Articulated knees
Multi pockets
Built in belt
Shoelace clip

BREATHABLE

HCP-XOC-1A
HCP-XON-1A

2021 // 2022
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ALL SIZE BOX PACKS

HUNTER KIDS RANGE
KIDS Valley Jacket
×
×
×
×
×

Mens 5 Piece Box Pack

KIDS Motu Bush Shirt

10k waterproof
Wind resistant
MICROFUSE fabric
Silent fabric
Tape sealed seams

×
×
×
×
×

Weather resistant
Removable GPS holster
Zippered chest pocket
Generous fit
Long drop tail

×
×
×
×
×

Heavyweight socks
HEATFLEECE pants
Olive HEATFLEECE jumper
Black HEATFLEECE t-shirt
Black HEATFLEECE beanie

BXX-CBO-1A

HCR-MTB-7K
HCJ-VLC-6K

KIDS Tracker Long Sleeve Shirt
×
×
×
×
×

Soft & durable
DWR treatment
YKK zip
Semi-relaxed fit
MICROFUSE fabric

KIDS Tracker Pants
×
×
×
×
×

HCL-TKC-6K

Kids 5 Piece Box Pack - Olive

Soft & durable
DWR treatment
Adjustable waistband
YKK zip
Semi-relaxed fit

×
×
×
×
×

600ml drink bottle
Black HEATFLEECE pants
Olive HEATFLEECE jumper
Black HEATFLEECE t-shirt
Black HEATFLEECE beanie

BXX-CBO-6K

HCP-TKC-6K

Kids 5 Piece Box Pack - Biarri Camo

KIDS Trail T-Shirt
×
×

Breathable
Crew neck

HCT-TRC-6K

FOR THE HUNTERS
OF TOMORROW

×
×
×
×
×

600ml drink bottle
HEATFLEECE pants
Biarri camo HEATFLEECE jumper
Black HEATFLEECE t-shirt
Black HEATFLEECE beanie

BXX-CBC-6K

22
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HUNTER ACCESSORIES

HUNTER HEADWEAR

Ranger Cap
×
×
×
×

Internal poly-mesh
Breathable fabric
Sweatband
Adjustable

Guide Cap
MEN

WOMEN

KIDS

HCC-RGC-3A0

HCC-RGC-2A0

HCC-RGC-6A0

Alpine Balaclava
×
×
×
×

24

BASEFLEECE fabric
Insulates heat
Tri-form
HCV-APC-3A
Breath panel

SPIKA

×
×
×
×

Internal poly-mesh
Breathable fabric
Adjustable
HCC-GUL-1A
Sweatband

Revolution Balaclava
×
×
×
×

Form-fit
4-Way stretch
Tri-form
Breath panel

HCV-RVC-3A

Guide Bucket Hat
×
×
×
×

Lightweight breathable fabric
Moisture wicking sweatband
Mid-size brim
HCA-GUC-3A
HCA-GUO-3A
50+ UV rated

Alpine Beanie

Alpine Beanie
×
×
×
×

Soft HEATFLEECE fabric
Insulates heat
A D U LT S
Fitted design
HCB-APC-3A
Biarri camo

KIDS
HCB-APC-6A0

×
×
×
×

Soft HEATFLEECE fabric
Insulates heat
Fitted design
HCB-APL-3A
Blaze orange

Ranger Gloves
×
×
×
×

Touchscreen friendly
Velcro adjustable
Silicone palm
HCG-RGC-1A
DWR treated

Revolution Neck Gaiter
×
×
×
×

Protects from the elements
Stretches and conforms
Breathable
HCF-RVO-3A
Multi-use

Guide Fingerless Gloves
×
×
×
×

Velcro adjustable
Silicone palm grip
Durable
Fingerless

HCG-GUC-1A

Ranger Belt
×
×
×
×

OSFM
Durable polyester
Single length
HCE-RGN-3A
Tough buckle

Revolution Gloves
×
×
×
×

Optimal dexterity
Touchscreen friendly
Insulates heat
HCG-RVC-1A
Windproof

Alpine Socks
×
×
×
×

Merino wool blend
Impact padding zones
Quick dry
HCM-APB-3A
Insulating

2021 // 2022
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BRUZER GUMBOOT RANGE
BRUZER gumboots - crafted to the highest quality

MENS BRUZER GUMBOOTS

and manufactured to ensure ultimate comfort,
protection and grip in wet and muddy conditions.
Keep your feet dry in the wet while on the farm,
out bush, working or camping. A rubber base with
a completely custom sole designed to give grip
and provide traction, while a neoprene upper
allows mobility and movement without being

FWU-BZC-1M

restricting.
The neoprene upper has been designed to
include a Grab-n-Go grip at the rear, making this

WOMENS BRUZER GUMBOOTS

boot easy to pull on with one hand.

HEEL AND TOE
TRACTION

WIDE ANGLE
GRIP

ENDURANCE
FLEX TESTED
MID-TREAD
TRACTION

FWU-BZC-2W

KIDS BRUZER GUMBOOTS

NON SLIP
TECHNOLOGY
DEEP RIDGED
SECTIONS

FWU-BZC-6Y

26
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LITCHFIELD NT

DROVER HAULER -SYSTEM

drover pack
range

Drover Hauler SYSTEM - PACK + Frame
The Drover Hauler-Frame is compatible with both
the 80L Drover Pack and the 40L Drover Pack,
giving you the option to run two packs off the
one frame depending on your pursuit.
The Hauler-Frame is also highly capable in its
own right, functioning as its own pack to run
light as a meat hauler and to carry the survival
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×

Fits 40L & 80L packs

×

Meat shelf frame

×

Weight distribution

×

Articulated stays

×

Adjustable height

×

Load adjusters

×

Adaptive lumbar support

×

Hip pouch pockets

40
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15
15
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essentials in its dual side hip pockets.

The Drover pack range by Spika has got some serious
Australia and New Zealand - both with their own
harsh and unforgiving terrain.
These packs cater for any hunt. From a quick sprint
into a gully glassing for deer or a few days trek into
the thick of it - there will be a Drover pack to suit.
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Hauler SYSTEM - options

features and has been put through its paces in
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DROVER PACK RANGE

HPDR-BF40C

The ideal compact hunting partner for single day trips
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Load stabilising frame
Adjustable straps
Rifle holder
Raised back
Rain cover
External tie points
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers
HPDR-BK25C

30
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Drover BINO PACK - BINO HARNESS AND PACK

HPDR-BK25O

Padded 4 point body harness
Rain cover
Magnetic lid
5 compartment system
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

Extendable 40L capacity
Rifle holder
Rain cover
Roll top snow collar
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

×
×
×
×
×
×

HPDR-BK40C

HPDR-BK10C

25

HPDR-BK40O

HPDR-BK10O

Drover WAIST PACK - DAILY ACCESSORY PACK

2L HYDRO BLADDER - BLADDER only

Maximise mobility and instant access to frequent use gear
×
×
×
×
×
×

80

40

Drover Hauler SYSTEM - 40L PACK only

40

×
×
×
×
×
×

HPDR-BK80O

HPDR-BK15O

Comfort, accessibility and protection for spot and stalk hunters

HPDR-BF40O

Drover PRO PACK - 25L DAY PACK

HPDR-BK80C

4 compartment system
Round holders
Tie points
Thick padding
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

×
×
×
×
×
×

2L capacity
BPA, PVC & phthalate free
Antimicrobial
Easy fill twist cap
Neoprene covered hose
Flow control valve





 

Extendable 40L capacity
Meat shelf frame
Rifle holder
Weight distribution harness
Rain cover
Internal organiser
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

Extendable 80L capacity
Rifle holder
Rain cover
Roll top snow collar
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

×
×
×
×
×
×

25

Multi-day capacity for versatile hunts, or a familiar rugged terrain
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

HPDR-BK15C

HPDR-BF80O

Drover Hauler SYSTEM - 40L PACK + Hauler Frame

Included 2L Hydro Bladder
Front stash pocket
Dual zip main compartment
External tie points
Breathable mesh shoulders
Internal organiser
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

80

HPDR-BF80C

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

15

Extendable 80L capacity
Meat shelf frame
Rifle holder
Weight distribution harness
Rain cover
Internal organiser
Duraflex hardwear
YKK zippers

Drover Hauler SYSTEM - 80L PACK only

Stay hydrated on day hunts and long-distance exercise

15

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Drover hydro PACK - 15L hydration pack

40

Long-distance capacity for remote hunts, or extreme solo adventures











15

Drover Hauler SYSTEM - 80L PACK + Hauler Frame

HPDR-DE020

HPDR-BK05C

HPDR-BK05O

2021 // 2022
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CHALLENGER KNIFE RANGE
CHALLENGER MK II
With five knife options, the Challenger Mark II
Knife range is designed to outfit all hunting styles
for the versatile outdoorsman.
Leaving nothing to chance, the range is built

// Challenger Folder: Large

// Challenger Gut Hook

// Challenger Sticker

// Challenger Drop Point

leading materials and practical design.

// Challenger Folder: Small

for performance and endurance with industry

KRCH-ST010

×
×
×

440 steel blade
Black-oxide blade coating
Linen micarta handle

×
×
×

Kydex sheath
57-59 HRC
L: 356mm W: 70mm

Each blade is equipped with a textured linen

KRCH-DP010

×
×
×
×
×
×

Japanese AUS-8 steel blade
Black-oxide blade coating
Full tang blade
Kydex sheath
58-60 HRC
L: 203mm W: 37mm

KRCH-GH010

×
×
×
×
×
×

Japanese AUS-8 steel blade
Black-oxide blade coating
Full tang blade
Kydex sheath
58-60 HRC
L: 203mm W: 37mm

KRCH-FL020

×
×
×
×
×
×

Japanese AUS-8 steel blade
Black-oxide blade coating
Retractable blade
Kydex sheath
58-60 HRC
L: 192mm W: 34mm

KRCH-FL010

×
×
×
×
×
×

Japanese AUS-8 steel blade
Black-oxide blade coating
Retractable blade
Kydex sheath
58-60 HRC
L: 132mm W: 23mm

micarta grip ensuring precision control, topped
with an oversized hilt/groove protecting the
wielder from injury. All knives come complete
with a heavy-duty Kydex sheath for safe storage
and transport in or out of the field.
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GUNN RIDGE NZ

HIGH COUNTRY VIC

DESIGNED AND TESTED IN
AUSTRALIA + NEW ZEALAND
34

SPIKA
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// SHARPENERS

// PACK-LITE KNIVES

KNIVES & HARDWEAR

KRCM-ST01B

×
×
×
×

36

440 steel black blade
Dog nose grip handle
Wide hilt
Nylon sheath

SPIKA

KRCM-BW01B

×
×
×
×

440 steel black blade
Dog nose grip handle
Wide hilt
Nylon sheath

KRPL-FB02O
KRPL-FB01O

KRPL-FB01V

KRPL-FB01B

×
×
×
×

420 stainless steel
5 replacement blades
Kydex sheath
KRPL-SC01B
37 grams

×
×
×
×

CCSP-SN050

10 & 5 inch options
Diamond dusted
Ergonomic handle
Ideal for all Spika blades

// REPLACEMENT BLADES

440 steel
Top grip area
Plastic sheath
37 grams

// PACK-LITE SCALPELS

// Command Bowie - Black

// Command Sticker - Black

CCSP-SN100

×
×
×
×

KRPL-SC01O

KRPL-SC01V

×
×
×
×

Fits all Spika Pack-Lite Scalpels
10 per pack
Stainless steel
KRPL-SE013
Razor sharp

2021 // 2022
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GO RANGE CASUAL GEAR

GO SOFTSHELL JACKET
×
×
×
×

Softshell material
Thumb hole sleeves
DWR coating
GOJ-CUO-1A
YKK zippers

GO PUFFER VEST
×
×
×
×

Synthetic fill
High neck collar
Drop back
YKK zippers

GO casual polo shirt
×
×
×
×

GOV-CUG-1A

Regular fit
High neck collar
Breathable
3 button neck

GOR-CUB-1A

GO RANGE

CASUAL GEAR
The Spika GO range has been created to keep you comfortable
wherever life takes you // in the field or out in town

GO CASUAL CHECK SHIRT
×
×

38

SPIKA

Button-front closure
Yarn-dyed check

×
×

KRPL-SC01V

Flannel cotton
Dual pockets

GOR-CKO-1A

2021 // 2022
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GO RANGE T-SHIRTS

// MENS

// MENS

GO RANGE HOODIES

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLC-1A

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLB-1A

GO Advance Hoodie

GOH-ADC-1A

GO Advance Hoodie

HOODIES

// WOMENS

GO Advance T-Shirt

GOH-ADB-1A

MENS // WOMENS // KIDS

GOT-ADB-1A

GO Classic T-Shirt

GOT-CLB-1A

GO Casual T-Shirt

GOT-CUB-1A

T-SHIRTS
MENS // WOMENS

GOL-CUO-1A
GOH-CLC-2A

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLB-2A

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLC-4K

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLB-4K

GO Advance Hoodie

GOH-ADB-2A

// KIDS
40

GO Casual T-Shirt

GOT-CUO-1A

GO Casual T-Shirt

GOT-CUB-2A

GO Casual Long Sleeve Shirt

// WOMENS

GO Classic Hoodie

SPIKA

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLC-5K

GO Classic Hoodie

GOH-CLB-5K

GO Classic T-Shirt

GOT-CLB-2A

GO Casual T-Shirt

GOT-CUO-2A

2021 // 2022
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×
×

Adjustable closure
Medium profile

×
×

Adjustable closure
Five panel style

GOB-CUO-3A

SPIKA

GOC-CLO-3A

// GO Casual Trucker Cap

GOC-CLB-3A

// GO Classic Cap
42

UNDISCLOSED WAVE SA

// GO Casual Beanie
Acrylic // casual fit
Woven badge

GO RANGE

FOR LIFE ON THE GO
×
×

Acrylic // casual fit
Woven badge

×
×

Adjustable closure
Medium profile

×
×

Adjustable closure
Suede trucker

GOB-CUR-3A

// GO Classic Cap

×
×

// GO Classic Cap

// GO Casual Beanie

GO RANGE HEADWEAR

GOC-CLN-3A

GOC-CUN-3A

2021 // 2022
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hunting accessories
Trigger Light

Lighting specifications
×
×
×

SHSP-LS01B

×
×
×
×

Power: 15W
Battery type: 3.7V 4Ah Lithium
Working time: 2.5H
Reflector size: 140mm

2.5HR

RUNNING TIME

15

WATTS

IP65

WATER RESISTANCY

Electronic EarmuffS

USB CHARGER

QUIET SOUNDS UNDER 85DB

44

SPIKA

BEAM DISTANCE

200m

300m

400m

500m

600m

Slimline EarmuffS
SHSP-EF01B

× Includes 2 AAA batteries
× Automatic shut-off feature after 4 hours
× Suppresses hazardous noise above 85 db
× Amplifies low level sound below 85 db
× Listen to music with AUX jack

nrr 22db

600M

TECHNOLOGY
100m

SHSP-EM01B

noise reduction rating

LED

Beam distance: 600M
Brightness: 1200Lm
Beam pattern: Spot beam

LOUD SOUNDS OVER 85DB

× Low profile ear cup
× Comfortable foam cushions
× Adjustable headband
× Folds down to compact size
× Ideal for shooting and labour

snr 27db

single number rating
2021 // 2022
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FIREARM MAINTENANCE
BRUNOX is the ultimate when it comes to

product of
switzerland

firearm cleaning and lubricating. Imported from
COR® are the market leaders and are the top
choice of gun oils and cleaners in Europe.

An all-in-one solution, used as a lubricant, corrosion protector,
contact spray, penetrating oil and cleaning spray. Turbo-Spray®

// firearm CLEANING KITS

Switzerland, BRUNOX® Turbo-Spray® & LUB &

Gun Care Punch Set
×
×
×
×
×
CCSP-KT22

CCSP-KT30

CCSP-KT120

CCSP-KT020

CCSP-KT090

CCSP-KT243

CCSP-KT270

.22CAL

.30CAL

SHOT GUN

AIR RIFLE

9mm PISTOL

.243CAL

.270CAL

protects from rust and is ideal for cleaning out grit without the
need to remove before use. Turbo-Spray® leaves no residue and

Get the job done in one convenient firearm

is silicon, PTFE and graphite free.

cleaning kit. Our kits cover all common firearms.

×
×

BRNX-AS100

BRNX-AS300

1 0 0 m l s p r ay

3 0 0 m l s p r ay

Used as a lubricant
Corrosion protector

×
×

Cleaning Cloth Roll
CCSP-CC080

CCSP-KT040

×
×
×
×

Threaded cleaning rods
Assorted tips & patches
Bronze brush
Cotton mop

8pcs brass punches
4pcs steel punches
2pcs composite punches
12pcs screw drivers set
Brass head hammer

Barrel Pull Through
× Screw-lock
× Patch holder
× Bronze brush
Calibre specific:

Maintenance Box
Strong durable materials
Two piece design
Two adjustable gun forks
Several storage compartments
Holds firearm to service

CCSP-AD010

×
×
×
×
×

Strong brass construction
.22 Cal to 12GA
Strong sturdy construction
Thread: Male 8-32
Female 5/16-26

Cleaning Kit

Cotton Mop

CCSP-KT010

CCSP-MP

CCSP-MX010

×
×
×
×
×

Sectioned 4in x 2in roll
Tear indication lines
8.5m in length
Absorbs contaminants

Adaptor - Rifle

CCSP-BP

.20 | .22 | .30 | .45 | .177 | .270
.338 | .410 | .12G | .20G

Leaves no residue
Cleaning agent

×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×

Universal (all firearms)
28 piece cleaning kit
Brushes & mops
Patches
Hard case

×
×
×

100% cotton
Absorbs contaminants
Quality construction
Calibre specific:
.17 | .22 | .30 | .243 | .12G

A high-tech long-term corrosion inhibitor and lubricant. Free of
nano-particles, silicon, PTFE, acids and leaves no residue. LUB &
COR® is great for the maintenance, care and lubrication of trigger

Gun Vice

×
×
46

SPIKA

BRNX-DR100

BRNX-AS400

100ml DROPPER

4 0 0 m l s p r ay

Lubricant
Leaves no residue

×
×

Long-term corrosion inhibitor
Ready to shoot

CCSP-BR

CCSP-GV010

and breech block. Your gun is always immediately ready to shoot.
LUB & COR® is long lasting and can be stored for long periods.

Bristle Brush

×
×
×
×
×

Ideal for cleaning & maintenance
Front and back rubber supports
Sturdy polymer construction
Molded-in compartments
Padded contact points

×
×
×

Effectively remove grit
Bronze bristles
Scratch proof
Calibre specific:

KEEP YOUR FIREARM
CLEAN & FUNCTIONAL

6.5MM | .22 | .025 | .27 | .30 | .177
.243 | .338 | .7MM | .12G

2021 // 2022
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FIREARM ACCESSORIES

FIREARM MAINTENANCE
Jag

Loop Jag -.22
CCSP-LJ

×
×
×
×
×

Holds cotton patch
Push and pull use
Thread: Male 8-32
Quality copper
Fit for Spika patches

Carbon Fibre 5m Rod
CCSP-CF

.17 | .22 | .27

SWIVELS
1 INCH

GASP-SW020

1.25 INCH

.22 | .27 | .338

×
×
×

Holds cotton patch
Pierces patch for a secure grip
Thread: Male 8-32
Calibre specific:
.17 | .22 | .27 | .30 | .243 | 6.5MM

Solid Snap Caps - 12GA

Cotton Cleaning Pads

SYNTHETIC

GASP-BL120

GASP-BL22

.22

X10 RIFLE

SHOTGUN

RIFLE

0.25

12GA

.22

GASP-AH010
× Protects stock
X9 RIFLE
× Tough & durable
× Elasticated
× Suits common firearms

× Up to 70% recoil reduction
× Slips straight onto your gun
× Protects stock finish
× Increases length of pull

× Comfortable
× Lightweight
× Durable materials
× Suits common firearms

Alpine Slings

Premium Sling

Neoprene Belt 12GA - Biarri Camo

.17

.22

.27

camo

rifle

pro

GASP-SW030

Camo Wrap - Green

Camo Wrap - BROWN

Ammo Dry Box

× Sticks to itself
× Leaves no residue
× Adds grip
× Protects from scratches
× Covers an average gun

GASP-BL025

SHOTGUN

GAAL-SL02R

× Universal fitting
× Detachable
× Strong steel construction
× White poly spacers

GASP-WP01N

GASP-RP01R

GAAL-SL01R

Combo Screws

TIMBER

GASP-RP01S

GASP-SL01C

SWIVELS & Screws
GASP-SW040

GASP-AH020

CCSP-CP27

× 100% cotton flannel
× Comes in 500pc bags
× Keep your bore clean
× Absorbs contaminants

GASP-SW050

GASP-AH030

CCSP-CP22

× Protects your firing pin
× Anodised aluminium
× 2 spare primers included
× For testing & storage
× Two per pack

CCSP-AB010

× Free padlock included
× Built tough for the outdoors
× Keeps ammo dry and dust free
× Lockable moisture resistant
× Lightweight

Rifle Ammo Belt

Recoil PadS

GASP-AH040

CCSP-CP17

× Universal fitting
× Detachable
× Strong steel construction
× Spika branded

× Sticks to itself
× Leaves no residue
× Adds grip
× Protects from scratches
× Covers an average gun

SPIKA

Holds cotton swabs
Tight fit clean
Thread: Male 8-32
Calibre specific:

× Strong steel construction
× Deep threaded
× Synthetic or timber screws
× White poly spacers
× Front / rear screws

GASP-WP01E

48

×
×
×

Shell holders

CCSP-SJ

CCSP-NP120

× Effectively clean your firearm
× Carbon fibre
× Ball bearing twist handle
Calibre specific:

GASP-SW010

Spear Tip Jag
CCSP-JA

GASP-SL02B

FHSP-BL01C

Durable tyre tread grip
Heavy duty materials
Premium padded shoulder
Holds 2 rounds
Thumb hole rest

× Quick-release swivel
× Neoprene construction
× Heavy duty straps
× Premium comfort

×
×
×
×
×

Leather Ammo Belt - 12GA

Bipod Shooting Rests

GASP-BL01T

SBSP-BD6-90

SBSP-BD9-130

6-9 inch

9-13 inch

×
×
×
×
×

Holds 25 shells
3 secure zip pockets
Adjustable belt
Durable and lightweight
Neoprene construct

Shooting rest bags
TASP-SR010

× 100% leather
× Holds 25 shells
× Durable suede base
× Strong brass belt buckle
× 18 different lengths

× X-axis swivel mount
× Lightweight aluminium
× Collapsible legs
× Stabilising rubber feet

× Leather upper
× Durable canvas base
× Comes pre-filled
× Grips and conforms to stock
× Comes with hook and loop

Window Shooting Rest

Spring Loaded Clay Thrower

Clay Thrower - Plastic

SBSP-SR010

×
×
×
×
×

Steady your shot
Adjustable for a universal fit
Easy to assemble & install
Durable carbon steel
Padded protection

TASP-CT01O

TASP-CT013

×
×
×
×
×

Welded steel frame
Adjustable throwing angles
Throw singles, stacks & pairs
Stable frame
Great training system

×
×
×
×
×

Fits standard 108mm clay targets
Easily throw targets up to 100M
Right or left handed
Large grip
Lightweight
2021 // 2022
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SHOOTER TRAINING AID

FIREARM ACCESSORIES
Magrack

Extra Large Key Storage Box
×
×
×
×

Fits ALL Spika safe keys
Combination lock
Slider window
Wall mount

Trigger Lock Combination

Trigger Lock Key
Key lock
Easy installation
Easy release
Pads prevent scratching
Die-cast construction

Padlock

50

SPIKA

Strong design
Chrome plated
Cast solid aluminium
Case-hardened shackles
Spika branding

air rifle

.22

High Calibre Targets

Target 3 Spinner - .22

Neoprene
Spika branded
Orange inner

Bar Mat - Spika

MRSP-BM020

Nylon microfiber

×

Bar Mat - get outside

250cm x 800cm

MRSP-BM020

TASP-TG083

TASP-TG123

8 inch

12 inch

TASP-TG023

× 10mm thick steel
× Loud gong on impact
× NM500 hardened steel
× Ready to hang and shoot

× Made for 22 calibre shooting
× Spare high visibility decals
× Durable steel construction
× Resetting
× Great training aid

Paper Targets

shotview Targets

TASP-TG061

TASP-TG081

TASP-TG071

TASP-TG091

6 inch

8 inch

7 inch

9 inch

× 20 x targets
× Easy to read and view
× Colourful circle layout
× Sighting in made easy

× 15 x targets
× Explodes with colour on impact
× High-vis colours
× Sighting in made easy

Square Target - Paper - 12in

Adhesive Shooting Targets

CBSP-PL010

×
×
×
×
×

TASP-TG013

.22

Stubby Holder
×
×
×

×

TASP-TG033

air rifle

× Resets itself
× High visibility targets
× Easy to see a direct hit
× Durable steel construction

GASP-TL020

×
×
×
×
×

TASP-TG093

× Flip walking target
× Works on all surfaces
× Great training system
× Constantly changing target

MRSP-BH010

Combination lock
Easy installation
Easy release
Pads prevent scratching
Die-cast construction

resetting Targets

TASP-TG073

× Easy to cut size
× Holds 8 guns and 7 rods
× Suits rods, guns & tripods
× Can be used with magnets
or adhesive strip

GASP-TL010

×
×
×
×
×

Flip Targets

SASP-MR010

SAU-BSP-LKS

TASP-TG029

TASP-TG121

×

Nylon microfiber

×

250cm x 800cm

×
×
×
×

20 x targets
Large and easy to read
Grid style layout
Sighting in made easy

×
×
×
×

36 x 50mm targets
72 x 25mm targets
Designed to fit Spika targets
Self-adhesive stickers
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keep your firearms in
premium condition

CENTRAL OTAGO NZ

FIREARM protection
Double Firearm Case - Plastic
CBSP-CA012

× Thick 5mm plastic exterior
× Strong and lightweight
× Watertight, crush resistant and dust proof
× Fully customisable pick n pluck foam
× 3 piece form protection
× Designed for the most extreme conditions
× Pressure valve

PREMIUM GUN BAGS
CBSP-GB50C

CBSP-GB50B

camo

black

× Durable backpack straps
× Padded shoulder strap
× Ammo bolt pouches
× Egg foam protection padding

Deluxe Gun Bag - 49in

Spika Gun BagS
CBSP-GB

CBSP-GB52S

RIFLE

SHOTGUN

×
×
×
×
×

GUN SOCKS

Pistol Bag
CCSP-GS010

52 inch

2 piece

×
×
×
×
×

Gun rain Cover 52in

Premium Shell Bag

×
×
×
×

SPIKA

420mm W
Zipped pouch
Extra padding
D-Ring clip point
Universal size

× Silicone-treated knit fabric
× Moisture resistant
× Universal fit
× Protection in transit or storage

Polyester rain cover
Protection from the rain
Packs into itself
Comes with carabiner

SHSP-SB02B

×
×
×
×
×

Mesh shell pouch
Quick release zipper bottom
3 deep pockets
Adjustable waist belt
Fits a full box of shells

CBSP-CA035

CBSP-CA015

SINGLE

DOUBLE

× Egg foam
× 2 combination locks
× 2 padlocks
× Easy roll wheels

Breakdown Shotgun Case
CBSP-CA025

CBSP-GB02B

CBSP-RC01O

52

Soft-side protective case
Premium leather base
Velcro handle
High-density protective foam
Rubberised protective nose

× Shoulder strap
× Zipped pouch
× Secure velcro handle
× Extra padding

CCSP-GS520

Rifle Case - Aluminium

CBSP-GB49G

×
×
×
×
×

Egg foam
2 combination locks
Inner strapping
2 padlocks
Carry handle

Pistol Case - Aluminium
CBSP-CA045

× Egg foam
× 2 combination locks
× Low profile
× Carry handle
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AMMO
COMPARTMENT

HIGHLY SECURE
KEY-LOCK ENTRY SYSTEM

RE-ENFORCED
LOCKING EDGE

POWER LOCKING
WITH HANDLE

key safe
range

Spika is the most trusted name in gun
safes with a nationally recognised and
renowned range that has been developed
from over 15 years experience. Built tough
with a focus on ensuring your items remain
secure, Spika safes are the market leaders
in technology and innovation.
We take pride in our initiative to bring safe
security to the next level. Our wide range
covers, smaller high security safes right
INTERNAL HOOKS
AND STORAGE

ANTI DRILL PLATE

SPRING LOADED
DEADBOLT

DEADLOCKING
ANTI-PRY SYSTEM

through to our larger premium safe models
featuring Spika’s quality style and finish.
Spika has you covered when it comes to
your firearm storage.
When you think gun safes there is only one
brand that should come to mind, Spika.
Spika Safes have fast become Australia’s

SAFE TECH LEGEND
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most trusted name in firearm security.
Unrivaled on quality, after sales service,

POWER LOCKING
WITH HANDLE

REINFORCED
LOCKING EDGE

KEY-LOCK ENTRY
SYSTEM

AMMO
COMPARTMENT

DEADLOCK
ANTI-PRY SYSTEM

SPRING LOADED
DEADBOLT

ANTI DRILL
PLATE

INTERNAL HOOKS
AND STORAGE

security and value, we see no other brand
that will outlast your Spika safe.
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key safe range
S2A Ammo Addition
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AMMO

AMMO

×
×
×

Weight: 14kg
Ammo storage
360W x 360D x 300H

×
×
×

2mm body
2mm door
6mm door edge

S3A Ammo Addition
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AMMO

AMMO

×
×
×

Weight: 18kg
Ammo storage
520W x 360D x 300H

×
×
×

2mm body
2mm door
6mm door edge

SPK Handgun Key Safe
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

H

B

×
×
×

Weight: 34kg
Handgun storage
380W x 300D x 300H

×
×
×

6mm body
6mm door
6mm door edge

SP Handgun Digital Safe
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AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

H

B

×
×
×

Weight: 34kg
Handgun storage
380W x 300D x 300H

×
×
×

6mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge

S1 Small Safe
AUS CATEGORY

A/B

s3 Large Safe

s2 Medium Safe

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

A

A/B

s4 Extra Large Safe

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A

A/B

A

A/B

A

×
×
×

Weight: 38kg
Capacity*: Up to 4
250W x 250D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 6kg
Capacity*: Up to 8
360W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 74kg
Capacity*: Up to 12
520W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 90kg
Capacity*: Up to 15
600W x 450D x 1500H

×
×
×

2mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge

×
×
×

2mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge

×
×
×

2mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge

×
×
×

2mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge
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KEY SAFE RANGE

SDD Double Door Safe

58
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s2ch Medium Category
Combination Safe

s2e Medium Category
Combination Safe

s3e Large
Combination Safe

s3ch Large
Combination Safe

s3ed Large Digital Safe

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A/B

A

A/B/C/H

A

A/B/c/d/h

A/b/P

A/B/C/H

A

A/B/c/d/h

A/b/P

A/B

A

×
×
×

Weight: 111kg
Capacity*: Up to 10
800W x 380D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 95kg
Capacity*: Up to 8
360W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 95kg
Capacity*: Up to 8
360W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 120kg
Capacity*: Up to 12
520W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 120
Capacity*: Up to 12
520W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

Weight: 74
Capacity*: Up to 12
520W x 360D x 1500H

×
×
×

2mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge

×
×
×

3mm body
6mm door
9mm door edge

×
×
×

6mm body
6mm door
9mm door edge

×
×
×

3mm body
6mm door
9mm door edge

×
×
×

6mm body
6mm door
9mm door edge

×
×
×

2mm body
3mm door
6mm door edge
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What does it mean to be premium: pair stunning good looks
and sheer class with advanced security and features.
Our premium safes include more locking pins, fire-proofing,
digital security systems, oversize locking pins and hardwood
shelving options just to name a few. Store your items
confidently with our most secure safes ever manufactured.

premium safes premium security
Highly secure digital locking code system. Spika's own
digital keypad is strong, secure and safe. Hidden key
override comes standard on all digital security pads.
Fire resistance provides a fighting chance to keep your
valued goods and firearms in working order in the
event of a fire. Level of resistance varies.
Key lock security system safes use a traditional high
strength mechanism. All keys are supplied with a spare,
custom to each safe.
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PREMIUM safe range

spp1 Premium Pistol Safe
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

H

B

× Weight: 64kg
× Handgun storage
× 450W x 400D x 550H
× 6mm body
× 6mm door

s3d Medium Premium Safe

scb1 FIRE RESISTANT
Premium Safe
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

H

B

sch1 Large Premium Safe

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A/B

A

A/B/c/h

A + Internal B

× Weight: 93kg
× Capacity*: Up to 12
× 520W x 360D x 1500H
× 2mm body
× 3mm door

× Weight: 155kg
× Capacity*: Up to 18
× 650W x 450D x 1500H
× 3mm body
× 6mm door

sch2 Extra Large
Premium Safe

sfabh Medium Fire
Resistant Premium Safe

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A/B/c/h

A + Internal B

A/B/H

A + Internal B

× Weight: 240kg
× Capacity*: Up to 33
× 1060W x 550D x 1500H
× 3mm body
× 6mm door

× Weight: 152kg
× Capacity*: Up to 12
× 560W x 405D x 1500H
× 6mm H compartment
× 3mm door

× Weight: 150kg
× Handgun / home
× 508W x 508D x 762H
× 6mm body
× 6mm door
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SAFE accessories

PREMIUM safe range

spfb Large Fire Resistant
Premium Safe D-Class

sfB1 LARGE Fire
Resistant Premium Safe
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A/B/C/H

A + Internal B

× Weight: 270kg
× Capacity*: Up to 22
× 762W x 610D x 1500H
× 3mm body
× 6mm door

sfB2 extra LARGE Fire
Resistant Premium Safe
AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A/B/C/H

A + Internal B

× Weight: 337kg
× Capacity*: Up to 39
× 991W x 610D x 1500H
× 3mm body
× 6mm door

AUS CATEGORY

NZ CATEGORY

A/B/C/D/H

A/B/P

× Weight: 400kg
× Capacity*: Up to 22
× 991W x 610D x 1500H
× 6mm body
× 6mm door

Small Single Gun Safe Organiser
SASP-SO010

×
×
×
×
×

FITS SAFES: SCH1 & SFABH

Adjustable width up to 50cm
Total 12 pockets
Holds an additional gun
2 handgun holsters
Easy install and removal

Medium Double Gun Safe Organiser
SASP-SO020

FITS SAFES: SFB1 & SPFB

× Adjustable width up to 60cm
× Total 15 pockets
× Holds an additional 2 guns
× 3 handgun holsters
× Easy install and removal

Rechargeable Dehumidifier

Large Triple Gun Safe Organiser
SASP-SO030

LED Motion Sensor Safe Light

SASP-DH010

× Rechargeable
× Ideal for safes
× Reduces dampness
× Reduces condensation
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FITS SAFES: SCH2 & SFB2

× Adjustable width up to 85cm
× Total 19 pockets
× Holds an additional 3 guns
× 3 handgun holsters
× Easy install and removal

SASP-LS010

×
×
×
×

Motion detected
Turns off after 20s
Batteries included
3 rear magnets
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DESIGNED & TESTED IN AUSTRALIA + NEW ZEALAND
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